NOTES:

1. ALL MATERIALS FOR SEWER AND WATER SYSTEMS SHOWN SHALL BE SUPPLIED AND INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LATEST SPECIFICATIONS OF PRINCE GEORGE COUNTY APPLICABLE AT THE TIME OF NOTICE TO PROCEED.

2. FOR SEWER AND WATER INSTALLATION WITHIN EXISTING VDOT R/W; UTILITY CONTRACTORS MUST NOTIFY VDOT WHEN INSTALLATION BEGINS SO THAT DENSITY CAN BE TESTED ON TRENCH BACKFILL (95% ASTM. D-698 @ OPTIMUM MOISTURE ± 2%).

3. THE INSTALLATION OF A SEWER BACKFLOW DEVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL SERVICE CONNECTIONS WHERE THE FINISHED FLOOR ELEVATION IS LOWER THAN THE NEAREST DOWNGRADE AND/OR UPGRADE MANHOLE TOP ELEVATIONS. THIS DEVICE WILL BE INSPECTED BY THE BUILDING INSPECTION DEPARTMENT.

4. ALL WATER SERVICE CONNECTIONS BELOW THE ELEVATION CONTOUR OR WHERE THE PRESSURE IS GREATER THAN 80 P.S.I. WILL REQUIRE INDIVIDUAL PRESSURE REGULATORS AS REQUIRED BY BOCA CODE.

5. VERTICAL DATUM IS BASED ON MEAN SEA LEVEL (USC & GS DATUM). HORIZONTAL CONTROLS ARE BASED ON VIRGINIA STATE PLANE COORDINATE GRID, SOUTH ZONE, NORTH AMERICAN DATUM OF 1983 (NAD 83).

6. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROPERLY NOTIFY ALL PROPERTY OWNERS TWO (2) WEEKS PRIOR TO THE START OF ANY CONSTRUCTION (INCLUDING LAND CLEARING). NOTIFICATION SHALL BE IN THE FORM OF A LETTER SIMILAR TO THE "SAMPLE" REFLECTED IN THE COUNTY'S LATEST WATER AND SEWER SPECIFICATIONS (NOT-1).
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7. THE ENGINEER WILL CERTIFY THAT THE ROADS ARE WITHIN 6-INCHES OF SUBGRADE BEFORE WATERLINE CONSTRUCTION CAN BEGIN.

8. FOR SEWER AND WATER INSTALLATION WITHIN EXISTING VDOT R/W; UTILITY CONTRACTORS SHALL NOTIFY VDOT 48 HOURS IN ADVANCE WHEN INSTALLATION BEGINS SO THAT DENSITY CAN BE TESTED (95% @ OPTIMUM MOISTURE + 20%)

9. CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY LOCATION AND ELEVATION OF ALL UNDERGROUND UTILITIES SHOWN ON THE PLANS IN AREAS OF CONSTRUCTION PRIOR TO STARTING THE WORK. CONTACT ENGINEER IMMEDIATELY, IF: LOCATION OR ELEVATION IS DIFFERENT FROM THAT SHOWN ON THE PLAN, OR IF: THERE APPEARS TO BE A CONFLICT, AND UPON DISCOVERY OF ANY UTILITY NOT SHOWN ON THE PLAN CALL MISS UTILITY OF VIRGINIA AT 1-800-552-7001 (TOLL FREE)

10. THE INSTALLATION OF A BACKFLOW DEVICE IS REQUIRED IN ALL HOUSES WHERE THE FINISHED FLOOR ELEVATION IS LOWER THAN THE TOP UPGRADE MANHOLE. THIS DEVICE WILL BE INSPECTED BY THE COUNTY BUILDING INSPECTOR.

11. INDIVIDUAL WATER SERVICES SHALL BE 3/4”

12. ALL WATERLINE VALVES MUST BE LOCATED ON THE TEE OR CROSS WHEN APPLICABLE.

13. ALL MANHOLES IN UTILITY EASEMENTS ARE TO HAVE THE CONCRETE SECTION EXTENDED ONE FOOT ABOVE THE GROUND OR DETAIL MAN-2B SHALL BE USED.

14. A SMOOTH TRANSITION OF A DROP MANHOLE MUST BE PROVIDED FOR EACH LATERAL OR SANITARY SEWER ENTERING A SANITARY MANHOLE.

15. ALL FIRE HYDRANTS SHALL BE O.S.H.A. RED IN COLOR.

16. METER BOXES PROVIDED SHALL BE CAST IRON 12”x18”x24” HIGH WITH CAST IRON LIDS. THE METER ASSEMBLIES ARE TO BE SUPPLIED WITH NEPTUNE PROREAD ENCODERS AND R9001 PIT MIU (RF) ATTACHED TO THE LID. METERS ARE TO BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE PROPOSED SYSTEM. A WAND TYPE VISUAL READER COMPATIBLE WITH THE PROREAD SYSTEM WILL BE SUPPLIED TO THE UTILITY DEPARTMENT WITH THE WATER METERS.

17. ALL SANITARY SEWER LATERALS THAT ARE INSTALLED OUTSIDE OF THE R/W ARE TO HAVE THE CLEANOUT INSTALLED AT THE EDGE OF THE EASEMENT. A CARSONITE MARKER SHALL ALSO BE INSTALLED TO INDICATE THEIR LOCATION.

18. ALL HYDRANTS AND BENDS SHALL BE EQUIPPED WITH MEGA LUGS, KICKERS AND THRUST BLOCKS.

19. PRESSURE REDUCING VALVES SHALL BE USED ON LOTS WHERE THE STATIC PRESSURE IN THE SYSTEM EXCEEDS 80 PSI OR AS REQUIRED BY BUILDING CODE.

20. CLEANOUTS ARE TO BE INSTALLED ON ALL SANITARY LATERALS IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRINCE GEORGE COUNTY SPECIFICATIONS. THESE CLEANOUTS SHOULD BE INSTALLED AT THE EDGE OF THE R/W.
21. Utility inspector shall be contacted before individual service connections are covered.

22. All manholes within 1,000 feet of a force main discharge shall be coated as required in the latest county specifications.

23. All individual water and sewer connections shall be made using double banded, stainless steel, epoxy coated saddles.

24. A 'W' and 'S' shall be stamped in the curb while the concrete is still wet. These marks shall indicate the actual location of the water and sewer connections for each lot.

25. All manholes shall be sealed at the joints with an external rubber sleeve similar to the Infi-Shield seal wrap as manufactured by Sealing Systems, Inc. The seal shall be made of EPDM (Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer) rubber with a minimum thickness of 65 mils. Each unit shall have a 2-inch wide mastic strip on the top and bottom edge of the rubber wrap. The mastic shall be non-hardening butyl rubber sealant, with a minimum thickness of 125 mils.

26. The boxes for the sewer connections must be marked as sewer connections rather than water meter.

27. All gate valve boxes located outside the pavement need to be enclosed in a 12"x12"x6" concrete enclosure.